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Abstract. Piezoelectric–structure–fluid interaction is a complex multiphysics coupled phenom-
ena appears wherein piezoelectric devices are in contact or surrounded by the fluid media. The
piezoelectric energy harvesting using ocean waves, wind flow, and mechanical vibrations are
some of the popular energy savaging methods wherein thin piezoelectric bimorphs surrounded
by the fluid is used for power harvesting. With recent advances on micro air vehicles actu-
ated by piezoelectric bimorph actuators in the fluid (surrounding media) as attracted the of
piezoelectric–structure–fluid interaction. Generally, in these applications, the piezoelectric bi-
morph is thin, flexible, and surrounded by the fluid. The large deformation of the thin flexible
piezoelectric bimorph causes strong interaction with the electric field (piezoelectric effect) and
the surrounding fluid, and inversely, these two fields significantly affect the structure. The
piezoelectric field–structure–fluid interaction analysis is very significant. In this work, we pro-
pose a hierarchal decomposition method to solve piezoelectric–structure–fluid interaction of a
piezoelectric bimorph in the fluid. The proposed method is applied to a flexible restrictor flap
in converging channel, where the rubber flap is replaced by the piezoelectric bimorphs made
of PVDF or PZT–5H. The resonance frequency of the piezoelectric bimorph in the fluid agrees
well with the theoretical and numerical pure FSI cases. These results show a good agreement
with the previous studies.

1 INTRODUCTION

The piezoelectric bimorphs are used to actuate the flexible wings of insect–like micro air ve-
hicles. Also, they have attracted great attention in energy harvesting due to their large electro–
mechanical convertible characteristics. Generally, in these applications, the piezoelectric bi-
morph is thin, flexible, and surrounded by the fluid. The large deformation of the thin flexible
piezoelectric bimorph causes strong interaction with the electric field (piezoelectric effect) and
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the surrounding fluid, and inversely, these two fields significantly affect the structure. The elec-
tric field–fluid–structure interaction (EFSI) analysis is very significant.

A novel triply coupled analysis method is proposed to solve the thin flexible piezoelectric
bimorph in the fluid. The hierarchal decomposition [1] as the theory is superior to the others
in terms of the application to complicated multiphysics problems. Here, the piezoelectric–
structure–fluid interaction system is decomposed hierarchically, i.e. it is partitioned into the
subsystems of fluid–structure interaction (FSI) and piezoelectric field using the block Gauss–
Seidel partitioned iterative method, and then the FSI is split into the fluid–structure velocity field
and the pressure filed using an algebraic splitting method [2], and finally, the fluid–structure
velocity field is partitioned into the fluid and structure velocity fields using the explicit method
for the fluid [3]. Since the structure is quite thin and flexible, MITC4 shell [4] are very well
suited for the structural discretization, but modeling electric contribution is a challenging task
for shell element. Therefore, the piezoelectric field is solved using 3D solid element, discussed
in [5]. The fluid is solved using P1P1 element [6]. The use of these different elements remedies
the shortcoming of using the same elements, i.e. the piezoelectric–structure interaction method
in Ref. [5] can treat various electric configurations with almost a linear or quadratic distribution
of electric potential across the thickness, whereas the shell elements, which are well suited
for thin flexible bimorph, cannot treat various electric configurations. The coupled algorithm
to solve piezoelectric–structure interaction using finite element methods can be found in Refs.
[5, 7–11]. The previous studies of the piezoelectric–structure–fluid interaction can be found in
Refs. [12, 13].

The proposed method is applied to a flexible restrictor flap in converging channel [14], where
the rubber flap is replaced by the piezoelectric bimorphs made of PVDF or PZT–5H. The reso-
nance frequency of the piezoelectric bimorph actuator analysis in the fluid agrees well with the
theoretical and numerical pure FSI cases. However, the frequency shifts upon the connected
electric resistive load can be seen for the open–and closed–circuit sensor analysis of the PVDF
and PZT–5H bimorph in the fluid. This shift for PVDF is negligible, while this shift for PZT–5H
is noticeable. These results show a good agreement with the previous studies [15].

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

2.1 Piezoelectricity

The eletromechanical coupling also known as piezoelectric–structure interaction is governed
by the constitutive equations written as

σij = CE
ijklSkl − ekijEk, (1)

Di = eiklSkl + εSikEk, (2)

where σij , CE
ijkl, Skl, ekij , Ek, and εSik denotes the stress tensor, the elastic constitutive tensor,

the mechanical strain tensor, the piezoelectric coupling coefficient, the electric field vector, and
the dielectric permittivity tensor, respectively. The relation between the electric field vector Ei
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and a scalar electric potential φ,i is given by

Ei = −φ,i. (3)

2.2 Structure

The structure is governed by the Cauchy’s equation of motion:

ρs
d2us

i

dt2
=

∂σs
ji

∂xj

+ ρsgsi , on tΩs, (4)

where ρs, us
i , g

s
i , and σs

ij denotes the density of the structure, the structural displacement vec-
tor, the body force vector acting on the structure, and the 2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor,
respectively. The essential and natural boundary conditions for the stucture is given as

vsi = v̄si , on Γs
E, (5)

σs
ij.n

s
j = τ si , on Γs

N. (6)

where Γs
E and Γs

N are complementary subsets of tΓf , v̄si and τ si are the prescribed structure
velocity and traction values on the complementary subset of tΓs.

2.3 Fluid

The fluid flow is governed by the Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible Newtonian flu-
ids. The arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian formulation is employed to describe the incompressible
viscous fluid motion in the deformable domain [16]:

ρf
∂vfi
∂t

+ ρf(vfj − v̂fj)
∂vfi
∂xj

=
∂σf

ji

∂xj

+ ρfgfi , in tΩf . (7)

The incompressibility constraint is given as

∂vfi
∂xi

= 0, in tΩf , (8)

where superscript f indicates the fluid components, ρf , vfi , v̂
f
i , g

f
i , and σf

ij denotes the density
of the fluid, the fluid velocity vector, the velocity vector of the mesh deformation in ALE co–
ordinate, the body force vector acting on the fluid, and the stress tensor of the fluid, respectively.

2.4 Interface conditions

The interaction conditions on the interface between the fluid and the structure are imposed
using the following geometric compatibility and equilibrium conditions:

vfi = vsi ≡ vfsi , on Γfs, (9)

σf
ij.n

f
j + σs

ij.n
s
j = τ fsi , on Γfs, (10)

where superscript fs indicates the components of fluid–structure interface, vfsi and τ fsi denotes
the fluid–structure interface velocity vector and the surface force vector acting on the fluid–
structure interface, respectively.
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3 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION OF PIEZOELECTRIC–STRUCTURE–FLUID
INTERACTION

The piezoelectric system in 3D solid elements at time t+∆t is given by

t+∆tK
(i)
φφ

t+∆tφ(i)
solid = t+∆tq− t+∆tK

(i)
φu

t+∆tu
(i−1)
solid . (11)

where i, Kφφ, φsolid, q, Kuφ, and usolid denotes block Gauss–Seidel iteration, the matrix of
dielectric stiffness matrix of piezoelectric material, the vector of electric potentials in the 3D
solid elements, the vector of the external surface density charges on the piezoelectric material,
the matrix of the piezoelectric coupling coefficient of the piezoelectric material, and the vector
the displacement vector of the 3D solid elements which are evaluated using the displacement
transformation method [5]. The displacement are transformed from the shell element to the 3D
solid element to analyze the piezoelectric field given as follows [5]:

usolid = uT us, (12)

where us is the shell element displacement vector and uT is the displacement transformation
matrix. Applying the displacement transformation given in Eq.(12) into Eq.(11) we obtain

t+∆tK
(i)
φφ

t+∆tφ(i)
solid = t+∆tq− t+∆tK

(i)
φu uT

t+∆tus(i−1). (13)

The induced electrical forces due to the inverse piezoelectric effect can be obtained for the
known electric potential in the current BGS iteration i at each time step t +∆t in the 3D solid
elements as

t+∆t
egsolid = − t+∆tK

(i)
uφ

t+∆tφ(i)

solid. (14)

The induced electrical forces egsolid in the 3D solid of the piezoelectric field are transformed on
the shell structure of the FSI system using the force transformation given by

eg
s = eT egsolid, (15)

where eT is the force transformation matrix. Applying the force transformation onto the shell
structure of the FSI system, the external force vector acting on the FSI given in Ref. [2] (see
Eq.8(f) in [2]) can be rewritten as

g ≡



gf
d

gfs
c

gs
d


 ======⇒ g ≡




gf
d

gfs
c + eg

s
c

gs
d + eg

s
d


 , (16)

where eg
s
c and eg

s
d are the external force or transnational force acting on the shell and the

external electric moment of force or rotational force acting on the shell, respectively, i.e.,
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eg
s = [eg

s
c, eg

s
d]

T. The external transnational force and the rotational forces acting on the
shell structure of the FSI system are obtained respectively using

eg
s
c =

Nr∑
nr=1

eg
nr
solid +

Ns∑
ns=1

eg
ns
solid

2
, (17)

eg
s
d =

Nr∑
nr=1

(dnr × eg
nr
solid) +

Ns∑
ns=1

(dns × eg
ns
solid

2
), (18)

where nr = 1, . . . , Nr, ns = 1, . . . , Ns, eg
nr
solid, and eg

ns
solid are the indices of the solid element

nodes that are located along the considered director vectors Vk
n of the shell nodes, the solid

element nodes that are located not along the considered director vector of the shell nodes but
directly adjacent to it, the nodal electric force vector at solid node nr, and the induced nodal
electric force vector at solid node ns. Similarly, dnr and dns are the position vectors of the solid
element nodes nr and ns, respectively, with respect to the shell mid–surface nodes. The details
can be found in Ref. [5]. Once the force transformation is done, the FSI is analyzed inside the
BGS loop using the projection method proposed by Ishihara and Horie [2]. The time integration
of the FSI system is obtained through the predictor–multi–corrector algorithm (PMA) [16, 17].
The stabilization formulation streamline–upwind/Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) formulations [17]
and the pressure–stabilizing/Petrov–Galerkin (PSPG) [6] for incompressible flows are adopted
to avoid numerical stability due to the fluid convection and the P1P1 element. Now the incre-
ment of intermediate acceleration is determined for the known pressure t+∆tp(i)(k−1) using

M∗∆â(i) = ∆g. (19)

Then the intermediate state variables and their increment are evaluated as

t+∆tâ(i)(k) = t+∆ta(i)(k−1) +∆â(i), (20a)
t+∆tv̂(i)(k) = t+∆tv(i)(k−1) +∆v̂(i) = t+∆tv(i)(k−1) + γ∆t∆â(i), (20b)
t+∆tû(i)(k) = t+∆tu(i)(k−1) +∆û(i) = t+∆tu(i)(k−1) + β∆t2∆â(i), (20c)

The pressure increment is obtained by solving the pressure Poisson equation (PPE)

γ∆t TGLM
−1G∆p(i) = −TG

t+∆tv̂(i)(k). (21)

The acceleration increment is obtained solving

γ∆t TG∆a(i) +Gε∆p(i) = ∆h. (22)

The correct phase of the PMA is executed to solve for the acceleration t+∆ta(i)(k), the velocity
t+∆tv(i)(k), and the displacement t+∆tu(i)(k) at current BGS and nonlinear iterations of every
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time step as follows:

t+∆ta(i)(k) = t+∆ta(i)(k−1) +∆a, (23a)
t+∆tv(i)(k) = t+∆tv(i)(k−1) + γ∆t∆a, (23b)
t+∆tu(i)(k) = t+∆tv(i)(k−1) + β∆t2∆a, (23c)
t+∆tp(i)(k) = t+∆tp(i)(k−1) +∆p. (23d)

At correct stage, we obtain the structural displacements in the shell structure solving Eq.(23c)
which can be written as

t+∆tus(i)(k) = t+∆tus(i)(k−1) +∆us(k). (24)

The resultant displacements in the shell element is now transformed to the solid element using
displacement transformation i.e.,

t+∆tu
(i)
solid = uT

t+∆tus(i). (25)

The components of the transformation matrix uT are obtained from the displacement interpo-
lation function at time t as in the shell [18] using

tus
j = hn(r1, r2)

t
nu

s
j +

r3
2
a hn(r1, r2)(−αnVn

2 + βnVn
1 ), (26)

where tus
j ,

t
nu

s
j , n, hn, and a indicates the displacements of a material point in a shell element

at time t with natural coordinates (rj), the displacement vector of the shell node n at time t,
the shell node, the element shape function, and the shell thickness, respectively. αn and βn are
rotations about Vn

1 and Vn
2 , respectively.

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The proposed method is applied to a flexible restrictor flap in converging channel [14], where
the rubber flap is replaced by the piezoelectric bimorphs made of PVDF or PZT–5H, as shown
in Fig. 1. The fluid (silicone oil) properties and the fluid boundary conditions are the same
with the bench mark problem [2,14]. The material properties of PVDF and PZT-5H used in the
analysis are given in [19, 20]. The theoretical solution for the transverse resonant frequency of
the PVDF and PZT–5H bimorph cantilever beam in the vacuum and fluid with the geometric
dimensions L = 0.25m, w = 0.02m and h = 0.005m evaluated using [21] are as follows:

• PVDF bimorph
The undamped transverse resonant frequency in the vacuum: ω(1)

vac = 85.58 rad/s.
The damped transverse resonance frequency in the fluid media: ω(1)

fld = 52.45 rad/s.

• PZT–5H bimorph
The undamped transverse resonant frequency in the vacuum: ω(1)

vac = 235.64 rad/s.
The damped transverse resonance frequency in the fluid media: ω(1)

fld = 198.69 rad/s.
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Figure 1: Thin piezoelectric bimorph in converging fluid channel

Fig. 2 shows the frequency response of PVDF and PZT-5H bimorph in converging channel
for 4 problem setup in Fig. 1. The simulated results depicted in Fig. 2(a) for PVDF material
shows the resonance when the input frequency of the input bias voltage or the frequency of the
equivalent external mechanical force Fext0 is ωφ = 50.50 rad/sec, ω = 50.90 rad/sec, ω = 50.10
rad/sec, and ω = 50.30 rad/sec for case 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The external mechanical
force Fext0 is evaluated using the blocking force [22] which is equivalent to the electric force
generated by the actuator. The vibration amplitudes of the actuator problem setup (case 1)
in Fig. 2(a) have less amplitudes compared to that under the pure FSI (case 2), short–circuit
sensor configuration (case 3), and the open–circuit sensor configurations (case 4) as the inverse
piezoelectric effect counter plays with the mechanical excitation [23]. The resonance obtained
with the pure FSI algorithm in case 2 shows a good agreement with the theoretical damped
natural frequency i.e. the difference between the theoretical damped natural frequency and the
simulated results in case 2 is 2.8%. Now, by taking the FSI solution as an absolute solution, the
difference between the FSI (case 2) and piezoelectric-structure-fluid interaction problem (cases
1, case 3, and case 3) is within 1%. This satisfy the approximation condition for the PVDF
bimorph given in [23]. This indicates that the frequency shift in the piezoelectric bimorph
made of PVDF material upon the electric configuration is negligible. The proposed algorithm
takes into account a small shift in the resonance frequency of piezoelectric bimorph made of
PVDF which has a negligible shift in the frequency upon the external restive loading, which
also appeared in the works of Song et al. [23].
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Figure 2: Frequency response curve of a piezoelectric bimorph actuator in converging fluid
channel at Vφ0 = 100V, Vin = 0.06067 m/s and f = 0.05Hz (vin = Vin(1− cos2πft)) and pure
FSI with external mechanical force at the tip with Vin = 0.06067 m/s and f = 0.05Hz (vin =
Vin(1− cos2πft)).

The simulated results depicted in Fig. 2(b) for PZT–5H material shows the resonance when
the input frequency of the input bias voltage or the frequency of the equivalent external mechan-
ical force Fext0 is ωφ = 192 rad/sec, ω = 195 rad/sec, ω = 186 rad/sec, and ω = 199 rad/sec
for case 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The difference between open– and closed–circuit resonance
frequency is 6.5%, thus justifying the relation given in Ref. [23] for PZT–5H material. The
simulation results in [15] also shows 5% difference between the open– and closed–circuit con-
figuration for the piezoelectric bimorph based on PZT–5H material. Therefore, the simulated
results using the EFSI algorithm follow the same trends upon the shift in the resonance. Also,
the resonance obtained with the FSI algorithm [2] shows a good agreement with the theoretical
damped natural frequency. The connected external resistive load decrease the vibration am-
plitude a bit (by less than 10% [23]) compared to the pure FSI results (case 2) as the inverse
piezoelectric effect counter plays the mechanical vibrations. This amplitude dependency upon
the external resistive load in PZT–5H piezoelectric bimorph also follows the results presented
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by Zhu et al. [15].

5 CONCLUSIONS

A triple coupled algorithm is proposed to analyze the piezoelectric–structure-fluid interaction
of a piezoelectric bimorph made of PVDF and PZT–5H material in the viscous fluid media. The
proposed method takes into account the triple coupled interaction phenomena. The resonance
frequency of a thin flexible piezoelectric bimorph in the fluid agrees well with the theoretical
solutions. Also, the shift in the resonance frequency upon the electric boundary conditions is
matched well with the theoretical approximations. It is shown that the resonance frequency
difference between the open–and closed–circuit sensor mode electric configurations in PVDF
piezoelectric bimorphs has a negligible shift. However, a noticeably shift upon the connected
external electric resistive load can be seen in PZT–5H piezoelectric bimorphs. The simulated
frequency responses and vibration amplitudes of the thin flexible piezoelectric bimorphs ana-
lyzed using the proposed EFSI method shows a good agreement with the previous studies.
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